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ARIA Resort & Casino  
at CityCenter Las Vegas

Easy control

From the moment they key into their rooms, guests at the ARIA Resort and Casino at City Center Las 

Vegas are greeted with a unique automated experience. Open the door, and the lights gradually come 

on, the drapes open to spectacular views of the city or mountains, and the TV turn on to display a list 

of automated controls. Using one simple remote, guests can easily set the systems in their room to 

their personal preferences. Virtually anything in the room can be controlled through the simplicity of a 

Control4® on-screen interface.

Each room has a 42-inch LCD HDTV, that can be connected to laptops, game consoles, cameras and 

MP3 players. One gigabit of fiber bandwidth in each guest room delivers unrivaled Wi-Fi connectivity 

with both the Internet and hotel operations. 

A “good night” button next to the bed turns off the lights, TV and/or music; closes the drapes; and 

turns on the privacy notification for the room. Before calling it a night, guests can select a “wake-up” 

scene in which lights and music will gradually come on, the temperature in the room comes up, and 

the drapes open for a more soothing wake-up experience. 
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Additionally green settings on the Control4 system also allow 

guests to voluntarily “green their stay,” selecting their preferences 

for light level, room temperature and the frequency of linen 

changes. 

Energy savings

In-room technology at Aria Resort and Casino at City Center Las 

Vegas offers an unobtrusive and easy way to conserve precious 

resources such as energy and water. Control4 Suite Systems can 

be programmed to automatically shut down a room when it is 

unoccupied, turning down or off the heating/cooling system, 

televisions, lights and any appliances.

The wireless nature of the Control4 system nearly eliminates the 

need for costly conduit and wiring in traditional construction—

saving money in construction costs and helping the environment by 

consuming fewer construction materials.

Control4 solutions

The best part is that you can enjoy this five-star guest experience 

in your home. Control4 provides affordable smart home technology 

that allows you to enjoy the same personalized home automation 

and easy energy management options at home, every day. Visit 

Control4 at www.control4.com.

“Even some of our older, less 
technology-savvy customers 
get it. It’s easier than running a 
computer at home.” 

Resort President 
Bill McBeath


